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If the ,eee 	the shadow is in the same location on the 

center of 	eight concentric circle from March 22 through 

June 22 to Se. .Aber 22 then it seemed it should also 

theoretically be there on the cross-quarter dates of May 6 

August 7. On those cross-quarter dates it seems possible the 

the edge of the shadow would center within the left concentric 

circle. Since both dots are equal distance from the center of 
the left concentric circle, and May 6•and Aug. 7 are half way 
imbetween June 22 and both Equinox's, the shadow should cross 

the center on those dates. However good this assumption sounds 

it did not work out that way. The center to center bisection 
occured on Winter Solstice (Fig.3b). 
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light aria esulti 	eadow e.ained there until 
the sue 	moved across to 	eee rim of the canyon so by 
4:15 p., 	Ale shadow from the t 	jte canyon rim had risen to 
meet to 	 of the overhane 	4:17, the two shadows 
joined across the tops of both 	eoper concentric circles as 

the light became a thin sliver 	eearing in different 
sections until the cliff face was tn total shadow. At the end 

one sliver of light was on each side of each concentric circle 
(Fig. 5). 

Even though these interactione are unique, I feel confident 

that there are interactions that e•eeld perform at different 
times of the year within the rest of the panel. However, 
because of the complicated nature of this site, it will be some 
time before all the answers are found. 
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